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A B S T R A C T   

Incised marine valleys (IVS) are hot topics in exploring the stratigraphic oil and gas-bearing plays. 
Multiple channelized sandstone lenses at varying depths [m], thicknesses [m], and porosities [%] 
constrain seismic impedance. The presence of hydrocarbon-bearing resources affects the seismic 
impedance (density (g/cc) and velocity (m/s)). Therefore, a quantitative prediction has been 
carried out for determining the thickness [m], porosity [%], and depths [m] of laterally 
distributed channelized sandstone lenses (SLS) for IVS, Indus offshore Basin (IOB), Pakistan, using 
2-D instantaneous spectral porosity quantitative modelling (2DSSM), continuous wavelet 
transforms-based (CWT) 2-D instantaneous spectral density modelling (2DSSDM), and spectral 
decomposition tools. The 2DSSM remained limited in predicting the number of channelized 
sandstone lenses and their quantitative stratigraphic attributes. The 45-Hz-based processing of 
conventional 2DSSM has resolved the two channelized sandstone lenses of the stratigraphic trap. 
The deepest channelized sandstone lens has attained 1–6 m thickness with a lateral extent of 3 
km, within the porosity range of 18–33 %. The highest confidence level for predicted petro-
physical attributes such as 13 m-thick pay zones, − 0.08, − 0.067, and − 0.07 acoustic impedances 
[g/c.c.*m/s], and 28 % porosities with R2 

> 0.85 have validated interpretations. The response of 
45-Hz CWT waveform-based inverted density and thickness simulations has predicted the highest 
thicknesses and lowest densities of reservoir sandstones within the meandering channel belt of the 
deepwater depositional system. The predicted densities and thicknesses for the coarse-grained 
sandstone lenses of point bars were 1.8–1.9 g/cc and 15 m, respectively. In the same way, the 
quantitative estimates of predicted density and simulated thickness have shown a strong coeffi-
cient correlation (R2 > 0.80), which confirms the presence of gas-bearing prospects within the 
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IVS. The facies-controlled migration is thought to be the movement of the reservoir facies of the 
point bars and channelled sandstone-filled lenses to the side.   

1. Introduction 

Incised marine valleys (IVS) are important indicators of base-level changes on continental shelves during the low sea level of the 
Quaternary [1–3]. It produces a depositional space mainly from fluvial erosion which is filled by fluvial-, tide-derived material, and 
influenced by wave processes [4]. The IVS may be completely or partially filled, containing deposits of the following transgressions and 
high-stands [5], supplementary to those deposited before the flooding [6–10]. The practical implications for achieving oil and gas 
exploration are to identify the geometry of the IVS, including their architecture and their lithological types for gas exploration [11]. 
Seismic attributes and spectrum decay remain modern seismic analysis tools that help in mapping channelized reservoirs [12,13]. 
Reservoir characterization helps to identify the lithology and fluids inside the diversified depositional systems [14–29]. There are 
various researchers in the field of explorations, who have applied various tools for the diversity of sub-surface stratigraphy, geology, 
structural analysis and reservoir engineering tools. These techniques have been confined to confining pressures of porous rock, suitable 
marine–continental transitional shales, velocity and spectral acceleration tools for the identification of continental shale, 
wavelet-based analysis for assessing the precipitation and river discharge compaction and cracking of porous cracked rocks [28, 
30–36]. The reflection from thin-bedded strata tends to show a distinctive response within the time-frequency analysis, which can be 
used to infer the vertical resolvable strata. This technique has validated its successful oil and gas discoveries by describing and 
quantitatively visualizing the stratigraphy of the hydrocarbon-bearing sub-surface systems [12,37–42] up to standards that were not 
possible to be reached using conventional analysis tools. Additionally, it remained a robust tool for geo-hazardous analysis due to its 
enhanced sensitivity towards waveform, reflection, tuning-based effects, and fluctuations in the reservoirs as caused by the attenuation 
phenomenon [43]. The process of decomposition splits the conventional amplitudes of sub-surface reservoirs into their 
frequency-dependent amplitude volumes. Therefore, analyzing the distinct comparison of frequency constituents helps in inferring the 
geological aspects of the sub-surface petroleum plays. Although the maps generated using this tool has been a non-unique procedure, 
there are numerous approaches aimed at implementing this analysis of the non-static signal. In the petroleum industry, the dominant 
tools include the Fourier transform (FFT), continuous wavelet transform (CWT), S-transform (ST), and matching pursuit decompo-
sition (MPD). Each one of these methods has its outcomes and drawbacks [44,45]. In all these approaches, the CWT remains the 
exceptional device for achieving enhanced frequency determination on inferior frequencies and time determination at higher fre-
quency panels. Consequently, CWT has applied cutting-edge training toward predicting the quantifiable characteristics of IVS in the 
Indus Offshore Basin (IOB) in Pakistan. 

The Indus Offshore Basin (IOB), was previously analyzed for structural and stratigraphic exploration for hydrocarbon-bearing 
shows [46,47]. Recent studies relying on sequence stratigraphic attributes have revealed possible locations for the exploration of 
the hydrocarbon trapping areas within the IOB. These studies have initiated a new era of exploration within the IOB of Pakistan, 
focusing mostly on the most promising zones (particularly from slope to deepwater basin floor fans between ~10 km distance away 
from the sedimentary proximal position) for economic development within the IOB [48–51]. Moreover, additional studies were 
conducted for stratigraphic traps of low-stand prograding wedge plays. The porosity modelling was performed to predict the porous 
and thickest reservoirs inside the IOB [52,53]. However, reservoir characterization was not done comprehensively during the last three 
decades. In the most recent workflow, the basin floor fans were characterized using static reservoir properties, such as constant density 
and velocity-based wedge modelling. The key issue of that attempt was the exact prediction of densities and velocities, which ulti-
mately impacts the porous segments of the reservoir segments [54]. In their attempt to resolve the thin-bedded stratigraphic traps, 
these researchers used the DAS-based post-processing tool. This tool was quite enough to image the geomorphology, but still, the exact 
porosities and densities were not simulated, which could have surely predicted the exact extent and the reservoir attributes based on 
the presented inverted reservoir simulation workflows. During the development of IVS, the channelized sandstone lenses (USL) are 
deposited during relative falling sea level and succeeding growth along an extensional or compressional regime. A series of 
channel-levee systems (SLS) has made a vital impact on the development of IVS. However, these wedge plays were present at deeper 
reservoir zones compared to the current study, dealing with a depth range of 3600–3625 m. The dominant reservoir within this zone is 
the complex channel system, which fills the IVS with coarse-grained sandstone deposits. During the development of IVS, the series of 
SLS are deposited throughout the falling sea with insignificant growth. Within borehole environments, pressure and stress are vitally 
controlled by velocity and porosity. These parameters are two vital tools that can be used to predict lithology, porosity, and ac-
commodation space [52,53]. Hence, the prediction of fewer compact zones with high porosity and low density can lead to the 
accumulation of hydrocarbon-bearing reserves. As the velocity and density increase, the compaction increases, which reduces the 
porosity of the rock matrix. On the contrary, the reduction in velocity and density increases the porosity of the rock matrix, which leads 
to the development of the pore space to accumulate the porous reservoir facies. Additionally, the SLS inside the IVS are thin-bedded 
stratigraphic traps. The IVS presents highly discontinuous reflections using full-spectrum data. If compressional zones are delineated, 
there are more chances for the loss of porous sandstone facies. Therefore, they require a significant magnitude of frequency, which can 
be used to predict the exact position, thickness, lateral distribution, and porosity for the extensional and compressional regimes. The 
reflection-based impedance is the product of density (g/c.c) and velocity (m/s), which in conjunction with the porosity, could reveal 
the quantitative-based stratigraphic attributes of the gas-bearing plays. These stratigraphic attributes include depositional trends, 
thickness, lateral extent, fracture density, porosity, extensional and compressional regimes, as well as the different types of 
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depositional facies that are accumulated under these geological conditions [11]. Consequently, considering the above geological 
parameters, this study makes an original contribution through the usage of the 2-D instantaneous spectral porosity quantitative 
modelling (2DSSM), CWT-based 2-D instantaneous spectral density modelling (2DSSDM), and spectral decomposition tool to 
emphasize the reservoir quality for stratigraphic traps in extensional regimes. 

2. Geological setting 

The Indus offshore region has been subject to little exploration within the stratigraphic consortium. Several boreholes have been 
successfully sunk in the offshore region of the Indus River. Currently, three of these boreholes are still operational in deep-water areas. 
The efforts made in this endeavours proved to be unproductive since all these wells encountered high-pressure conditions within the 
Miocene stratigraphic area. The assessment of hydrocarbon plays and non-commercial gas quantities has been conducted via the 
Pakistan Petroleum Information Services web platform [11]. The north-western portions adjacent to the Murray Ridge (MR) serve as 
the primary boundary for the Indus Offshore Basin (IOB) in Pakistan (Fig. 1a). 

The rise of the tectonic plate in the Gulf of Aden during the Late Oligocene/Early Miocene period [46,47] led to the development of 
a transform fault. The resulting faulted blocks are comprised of a vertical and strike-slip faulted assemblage, which is further char-
acterized by parallel blocks that move in a west-east direction along transform faults. A multitude of channel-levee complexes are 
observed inside petroleum-bearing zones. The Miocene sedimentary succession exhibits different intervals that reflect the potentiality 
of conducting oil and gas exploration in the channel-levee systems (CLS) [11] (see Fig. 1b). The field of tectonics has had a significant 
influence on the investigation of such hydrocarbon-bearing systems. The IOB has a significant presence of pure stratigraphic traps in 
the form of wedges, which possess a high reservoir quality characterized by a porosity of 25 % [52,53]. The primary categories of 
reservoir trapping consist of stratigraphic traps located along the MR, as well as folded rock units that are connected to the lateral 
trans-forms and strike-slip faults [47]. 

The passive border of the Basin is characterized by the presence of channel-levee systems (SLS) that include stratigraphically based 
oil and gas-bearing traps throughout the Miocene and Oligocene-to-Recent geological periods. These traps have been formed by the 
accumulation of siliciclastic sediments, which originate from and are produced by the Indus deepwater turbidite system [47]. Traps 
consist of rollover anticlines that converge from extensional to local settings on the margin of the shelf, forming draped assemblages. 
The stratigraphic traps have a lateral distribution along the Murray Ridge and present a folded architecture, which is correlated with 
the presence of strike-slip faults along the same ridge [47]. The examination of the low-stand system tract (LST) reveals the charac-
teristics of deep-water architecture, which includes the basin floor fans (BFF), slope fans (SF), and low-stand prograding wedge (LPW), 
respectively. 

Fig. 1. (a) Topographical position of the OIB, denoting the examination area (blue-coloured block) as shown by the red-coloured dashed-arrow, and 
its site relative to the Indian Ocean remnants exposed cutting-edge the lowermost accurate place, Pakistan; (b) Comprehensive stratigraphic di-
visions of the research area, displaying the dissemination of pool interims. 
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3. Material and methods 

This investigation utilized 2D high-resolution seismic profiles, comprising two dip lines and one strike line, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. 
The reservoir zone consists of Miocene sedimentary stages that are characterized by intricate structures due to vertical stacking 
patterns, which usually lose their connectivity and provide constraints for channelized sandstone deposits to quantify them for pe-
troleum exploration [47]. The CWT tool was applied to a NE-SW oriented seismic profile, spanning a length of 78 km (Fig. 2b), using a 
frequency range of 26–60 Hz. The seismic survey encompassed a total area of 8000 square kilometres. The SEG format was employed to 
preserve the dataset within a geophysical software tool. If the data is processed within the defined bandwidth within the exploration 
zones, then all the noise events are removed and the highest signals are enhanced. In this way, the interpretation of thin-bedded 
petroleum-bearing reservoirs becomes easier as they are detected at their right sub-surface locations and depths. Otherwise, the 
shales of non-reservoir zones will result in the illumination of bright amplitude, which would be not due to the presence of hydro-
carbons, but to the water of other non-reservoir fluids. Therefore, once the bandwidth is defined and the CWT is processed, as 

Fig. 2. (a) The 2-D seismic survey was acquired to image and characterize the incised marine valleys (IVS); (b) Seismic amplitude sections for IVS, 
showing the interpreted reservoir (IVS), geomorphology of the complex channel system, and normal fault system. 
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performed in the reservoir simulations, the results will be suitable for extracting information for thickness, lithology, angle of trap, and 
other quantitative-based attributes. Therefore, the inverted reservoir simulations are performed to predict the unknown parameters 
such as the paleo-thickness, paleo-densities, and paleo-velocities, (Figs. 4, 5 and 7). The vertical seismic resolution threshold was 
calculated for the time interval ranging from 4.4 to 4.7 s. A velocity of 1620 m/s was employed, required for time-depth conversion and 
tuning analysis. The vertical seismic threshold required to effectively distinguish the thin-bedded combination traps was determined to 
be 9 m. Therefore, the sandstone formation measuring 25 m in depth (from 3600 to 3625 m) was utilized. The gamma-ray (GR) API, the 
compressional wave travel time (DT) in microseconds per foot, and the bulk density (Rhob) in grams per cubic centimetre were utilized 
in the construction of the geomechanical models. The dataset was restricted to publicly available information. The seismic data 
exhibited a satisfactory level of density; nevertheless, the scarcity of well controls imposed constraints on the interpretation of the 
seismic data. Consequently, the inverted reservoir simulations were exclusively conducted with the data of only one single well. 
Tables 1–4 show the complete range of QC parameters of the seismic datasets used for this work, and the quantitative-based esti-
mations of the reserovir attributes for the deep-water depositional system. 

3.1. Seismic attributes 

The advancement of seismic imaging methods has significantly contributed to the exploration of various structural and strati-
graphic reservoirs [13,52,55–57]. The primary objective of stratigraphic exploration is the identification and refinement of the optimal 
amalgamation of attributes that can offer comprehensive insights into the distinctive features of reservoirs containing oil and gas. The 
current investigation employed seismic amplitude, instantaneous frequency, relative acoustic impedance, and spectral decomposition 
features for reservoir characterization. 

3.2. Instantaneous frequency 

The temporal component of seismic phases with one another, i.e., the degree of alteration of the timing, is the simultaneous fre-
quencies. 

F (t)= d (Φ (t))/dt (Eq. 1) 

According to Taner [58], the simultaneous frequencies are characterized as the temporal variation of concurrent phases. The object 
in question is a tangible asset that indicates the presence of petroleum and gas reservoirs, as well as fracture networks. This is achieved 
by analyzing the lithography, depositional settings, and acoustic morphologies of thin-bedded hydrocarbons that exhibit truncation 
frequencies [58–61]. 

3.3. The relative acoustic impedance (RAI) inversion 

The determination of RAI involved the utilization of a consistent blend of initial geological signals and subsequent low-cut filtering 
demands. The objective of carryout may be easily identified if the contents of the RAI are analyzed within the designated seismic 
frequency range [59]. The integration of zero-phased tracing leads to a constrained estimation of typical artificial intelligence re-
cordings inside a certain group. 

3.3.1. Computation of RAI volumes 
The calculations are an essential summation that includes lower band sorting, without a comprehensive reversal. It symbolizes the 

material characteristic comparison, and consequently, it’s a physical characteristic that is being effectively employed in multiple 
measurement methods (Kingdom 8.6 2011). The RAI is a simple reversion [62]. 

f(t)= 1/2 △ ⍴v/⍴v (Eq. 2)  

f(t)= 1/2 △ ln-(⍴v). (Eq. 3) 

Table 1 
Comprehensive seismal acquirement constraints of OIB, SW Pakistan (Naseer et al., 2023).   

TOTAL EXPLORATION PAKISTAN INDUS OFFSHORE BLOCKS G & H 

1. RECORDED BY FUGRO GEOTEAM NOVEMBER - DECEMBER 2000 
2. REEL: 10SFMIG2 DATASET: FINAL FILTERED AND SCALED MIGRATION 
3. VESSEL: R/V GEO BALTIC; SHOOTING DIRECTION 127 DEGREES 
4. DATA TRACES/RECORD: 480; AUXILIARY TRACES/RECORD: 0 CDP FOLD: 80 
5. SAMPLE INT: 2 MS; SAMPLES/TRACE: 2561 
6. RECORDING FORMAT: SEG-D 8015; FORMAT THIS REEL: SEG-Y 
7. RECORDING FILTER: 4 HZ (18 DB/OCT) - 206 HZ (266 DB/OCT) 
8. SOURCE: AIRGUN ARRAY; SP INTERVAL: 37.5 M 
9. NEAR OFFSET: 143 M; CABLE LENGTH: 6000 M; GROUP INT: 12.5 M 
10. TRACES SORTED BY CDP  
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3.4. The continuous wavelet transforms of spectral decomposition 

The band-limited seismic data do not have the tuning frequency, which is used for resolving the thin-bedded reservoirs. The peak 
frequency in the amplitude spectrum decried the actual tuning frequency. This tuning frequency is the magnitude that can resolve the 
thin-bedded stratigraphic due to the highest seismic resolution at 1/4th of the wavelength and this tuning frequency [13]. Further-
more, the most constructive interference happens at this tuning frequency threshold magnitude, which also describes the petroleum 
system’s vertical resolvable thickness. Therefore, this tuning frequency will provide accurate information, including the detection of 
true lithology, fluids, and the geomorphology of a complete petroleum system. Therefore, the Fourier spectrum decomposition (SD) 
tool is routinely applied during stratigraphic analysis. This tool provides a broad spectrum for the extraction of geometrical and 
physical attributes of the petroleum system. A variety of SD approaches are available. Every approach has its pros and cons. The 
continuous wavelet transforms (CWT) provide better imaging capability for the delineation of pure stratigraphic petroleum plays 
compared to the earlier SD systems [38,63]. The Gabor Morlet wavelet is the source for generating the tuning frequency volumes after 
the development of the designed amplitude spectrum inside the reservoir zone. The CWT method investigates a suite of abundant 
frequency panels [39]. The tuning frequency is picked from the peak amplitude within the designed amplitude spectrum. The CWT has 
proven its applicability for discriminating the vertical and lateral variability of lithologies and pore-fluid fluctuations, approximating 
the chronological thick-beds, and demarcating the stratigraphically trapped reserves, besides recognizing delicate frequency 

Table 2 
Comprehensive seismal processing constraints of OIB, SW Pakistan (Naseer et al., 2023).  

S.No Physical Parameterization 

1. VERITAS DGC LTD, DECEMBER 2000 - JUNE 2001 
2. REFORMAT FROM SEG-D AND EDIT 
3. DEPHASE AND ANTI-ALIAS FILTER, RESAMPLE TO 4 MS 
4. 6HZ 18DB/OCT LOW CUT FILTER 2D NAVIGATION ASSIGNMENT 
5. BACK OUT DEPHASE FILTER REAPPLY ZERO PHASING FILTER WITH RECEIVER GHOST 
6. SPHERICAL DIVERGENCE CORRECTION - T IN WATER LAYER V SQUARED T IN DATA 
7. CREATE 240-FOLD SUPERGATHER NMO CORRECT WITH MULTIPLE VELOCITY FUNCTION 
8. 500MS AGC RADON DEMULTIPLE - TRANSFORM -1800 TO +300 NOTCH -200 TO +30 
9. APPLIED FROM 1.8 TIMES THE WATER BOTTOM 500MS AGC REMOVED 
10. EVERY OTHER CDP DROPPED TO GIVE 12.5 M CDP SPACING 
11. 500MS AGC RADON DEMULTIPLE - TRANSFORM -1800 TO +300 NOTCH -200 TO +300 
12. 500MS AGC REMOVED MULTIPLE VELOCITY NMO REMOVED 
13. NMO CORRECT WITH INITIAL PICKED VELOCITIES 
14. STRETCH MUTE 6HZ LOW CUT FILTER 
15. 2DDMO - FK ALGORITHM 
16. PRE-STACK TIME MIGRATION USING A SINGLE MINIMUM VZ VELOCITY FUNCTION 
17. INITIAL PICKED NMO REMOVED 
18. NMO CORRECTION WITH PICKED POST PSTM VELOCITIES INNER AND OUTER TRACE MUTE 
19. 2D STACK CONVENTIONAL STACK TO 1 SEC BELOW REEF TIME WEIGHTED MEDIAN STACK 
20. DIFFRACT USING A SINGLE MINIMUM VZ VELOCITY FUNCTION 
21. 2D OMEGA-X MIGRATION USING 97.5 % SMOOTHED VELOCITIES 
22. TIME VARIANT FILTERING 2 SECOND BALANCE GATES OVERLAPPED BY 50 % 
23. SP 101 AT CDP 480, 6 CDPS PER SHOT SHOTPOINTS ANNOTATED AT CDP POSITION  

Table 3 
The predicted quantitative attributes for IVS using 2DSSM.  

S. No Thickness [m] Porosity [%] A I [g/c.c.*m/s] 

1. 11 28 − 0.089 
2. 10 25 − 0.08 
3. 9 23 − 0.067 
4. 7 18 − 0.07 
5. 4 13 − 0.053  

Table 4 
The predicted quantitative attributes for IVS using 2DSSDM.  

S. No Pseudo-Density [g/c.c] Predicted Density [g/c.c] Simulated thicknesses [m] 

1. 1.8 1.8 15 
2. 1.9 1.9 14.3 
3. 2 2 14.4 
4. 2.1 2 14.1 
5. 2.2 2.1 13.2  
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distinctions that are generated by oil and gas-bearing facies [38,59,64,65]. 
Computationally, the CWT is the summation of the signal overall time f (t) multiplied by the scaled and shifted wavelet utility “ψ”: 

C (Scale, translation)=
∫− ∞

+∞

f(t) ψ(Scale, translation, t)dt  

C (σ, τ)=
∫− ∞

+∞

1

/

√σ ψ(t − τ /σ) f (t) dt  

Where the term σ ψ(t − τ /σ) is a family of scale and shifted wavelets, and σ and τ are scale and shift parameters, respectively [39]. 

3.4.1. CWT-based 2-D instantaneous spectral porosity geomechanical (2DSSM) and density modelling (2DSSDM) 
The methodology described in Naseer [52] was developed to predict porosity for the stratigraphic traps. The same workflow is 

adapted for the 2DGSSM. The following key steps were applied to achieve this objective:  

1. Importing the 2D seismic and well logs (GR (API, DT (microsec/ft.), Rhob (g/c.c.)) and quality control analysis.  
2. Extraction of seismic amplitudes in horizontally developed pseudo-porosity wells between 7 and 29 % porosity to develop initial 

band-limited amplitude profile (BDP) (Fig. 4a).  
3. Extraction of zero-phase seismic wavelet (Fig. 4).  
4. Convolution of step 2 with step 3 to develop the resultant acoustic impedance porosity modelling (Fig. 4c).  
5. Spectral decomposition-based processing within the designed amplitude spectrum (Fig. 5a).  
6. Amplitude extraction within the pseudo-density cross-sections along the meandering channels (Fig. 7a).  
7. Extraction of 45-Hz CWT wavelet within the zone of the reservoir at the seismic tie point of the well (Fig. 7b).  
8. Convolution of steps 6 and 7 to develop the final density model (2DSSDM) (Fig. 7c). 

4. Results 

4.1. Seismic data interpretation 

The interpretation of seismic data is a crucial component in the exploration of hydrocarbon reservoirs. Fig. 2a–c depicts the seismic 
database and the amplitude-based information indicating the dominant structural and stratigraphic elements of the deep-water 
depositional systems. The stratigraphy of this system has a moderate to high quality, characterized by a distribution of moderate 
amplitudes within the time frames ranging from 4.4 to 4.6 s. The reservoir development of the IVS is characterized by the trough 
amplitudes. It will facilitate the identification of the permeable and thickest reservoir sections of deepwater turbidities channelized 
deposits, which have filled the Intra-valley subsidence with facies, composed of coarse-grained sandstone. Well W-1 is identified as the 
development well in question, displaying a vertically logged gamma ray (API) measurement. This measurement exhibits a correlation 
between the filling of the internal void space and the presence of deepwater turbidities sheet-like sand (SLS), as indicated by the green- 
coloured line in Fig. 4b. The deposition of SLS sediments occurs during the period of sea level stability. In the vicinity immediately 
preceding this area, the elevation of the sea surface experiences an increase, was resulting in the deposition and accumulation of shales 
with high gamma-ray (GR) values, which are characteristic of the transgressive system tract (TST). The observed stratigraphic 
arrangement suggests the existence of a reservoir trap. Fig. 2b and c shows the prominent deep-water depositional elements of the 
basin. The exposure and illuminations of the meandering channel and pot bars are very close to the IVV. These channels have eroded 
the coarse-grained sedimentary inflexed reservoir facies from the eastern flanks. These eastern flanks are controlled by tectonic 
uplifting phenomena, which have developed the downthrown blocks in the western side of the basin, dominated by regional subsi-
dence. The normal faults provided solid evidence of the subsided zone, which also connects the regional sea-level fall. This sea-level fall 
has created pore spaces, which have accumulated the coarse-grained sedimentary facies of point bars’ primary stratigraphic traps. The 
eastern margins of these zones are interpreted as the erosional segments of the basin, while the western ones are suggested to be the 
dominant depositional segments of the petroleum systems of IMV. The onlapping stratigraphic elements further validate the onset of 
sea-level fall, which has created extensive pore spaces to accumulate the possible hydrocarbon-bearing reservoir sandstones. 

The regional tectonics and stratigraphy can be discerned on the profile depicted in Fig. 2b. The sedimentary facies have been 
migrated and trapped into IVS during the folds and fault systems. The folds under consideration are linked to the strike-slip component 
of altered faults along the Murray Ridge. Hence, by a qualitative methodology, it is proposed that the range spanning from 35000 m to 
42000 m in offset distances represents the compressional regime, whereas the range from 28000 m to 35000 m signifies the extensional 
regime, respectively. A multitude of sandstone lenses may have undergone migration and been caught inside the folded structure that 
is linked to the strike-slip component of transform boundaries. The region spanning from 28000 to 35000 m exhibits consistent 
sedimentation patterns along the intravertical Slope, highlighting the formation of slope areas within the basin. Folds are formed 
within the region commencing at an offset below 24000 m, and after their formation, the development of Internal Volcanic Structures 
has given rise to discrete fractures inside the IVS. The seismic amplitude profile illustrates the spatial distribution of the facies 
characterized by coarse-grained sandstones throughout the region. Nevertheless, it fails to accurately forecast the specific 
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characteristics of these deposits, including their shape, thickness, and lateral distribution. 

4.2. Imaging the shelf-break architecture during sea-level fall 

Fig. 2c shows the complete architecture of the deep-water depositional system, which includes the shelf-break zones at the offset 
location of 5560 m in the eastern margins of this basin. The tectonic uplift in the eastern flanks of the basin has initiated the uplifting 
followed by the downthrown blocks due to normal faulting in the westernmost and the central flanks. The concave downward with 
strong bright negative amplitude at the central zones of the meandering channel complex demonstrates the point bars as distinct 
geomorphological features at the offset locations of 12000 m and 27500 m, respectively. These curvilinear patterns confirm that the 
channel complex is a meander channel belt, which has pretended sufficient sedimentary influxes for filling the IMVV with the coarse- 
grained channelized point bar sediments into the valley. Erosion has occurred in the eastern zone up to the central zones, and caused 
the deposition of the sandstone-filled point bars into the IVV when the sea level was rapidly fallen, during the development of the Low 
stands system tract (LST). The amplitudes for the sandstone lithologies in this region are trough. This suggests that from zero to 
negative amplitudes zones, the sandstone will have bright negative amplitudes, reflecting the actual collations of possible gas accu-
mulations. The sedimentary source of this IVV is the meandering channel point bar geometries, which have filled the IVV during the 

Fig. 3. Seismic attribute mapping of IVS using seismic attributes analysis. (a) Seismic amplitude; (b) Instantaneous frequency; (c) Relative acoustic 
impedance. The tuning effects are shown by green-coloured arrows and the possible reservoir zones are shown by red-coloured arrows. 
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extensive fall of sea level at the development of shelf-break margins. The onlapping stratigraphic features also correlate well with the 
regional sea-level fall. The existence of hydrocarbon-related zones can be identified by the lateral amplitude variations observed in the 
stratigraphy. Hence, it is imperative to employ imaging techniques to accurately assess both the spatial distribution and density of the 
fractured SLS deposits, since these factors serve as indicators of the reservoir quality in channelized formations. As a result, seismic 
attribute mapping is conducted on the IVV reservoir (Fig. 3). 

4.3. Delineation of meandering channelized sandstone reservoirs within the IVS 

The seismic amplitude map (SAM) displays the distribution of reservoir sandstones in the western and eastern portions of this cross- 
section. The Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery illustrates two distinct forms of channel morphology within the surveyed area. 

Fig. 4. Schematic development of instantaneous spectral porosity modelling. (a) Amplitude digitization along the pseudo-porosity wells between 7 
and 29 % to develop the initial bandlimited amplitude profile (BDP); (b) Zero-phase seismic wavelet; (c) Resolute instantaneous spectral porosity 
model (ISPL) after convolution of step a with step b. The imposed synthetic gathers are the redeveloped synthetic seismograms to correlate the real- 
and predicted-impedance contrast; (d) The ISPL without imposed synthetic gathers. 
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These include the presence of meandering channels in the westernmost sections, while the easternmost portions exhibit braided 
channels. The braided channels, which have depths ranging from − 8.3 to − 9.3, show a strong association with the compressional 
regimes observed in this petroleum system, as depicted in Fig. 3a. Hence, it may be concluded that the aforementioned channel systems 
lack reliability for prospective investigation, mostly because of the depletion of porosity contents resulting from sea-level rise in-
cidents. Hence, it may be inferred that the sinuous SLS facies have deposited coarse-grained sandstone lenses within the IVS, as 
indicated by the red-coloured arrow in Fig. 3a. The high-amplitude anomaly is observed precisely along the W-1 zone, indicating the 
existence of reservoir fluids. 

Fig. 3b displays the instantaneous frequency (IFY), which illustrates the lateral distribution of the reservoirs within the western-
most, easternmost, and centre zones of the IVS. The centre to northeastern and southeastern zones exhibit moderately high amplitudes 
(ranging from 33 to 44 Hz), which are identified as floodplain areas. The sandstone deposits of coarse grain size were subjected to 
erosion from the outer bends of the meandering channels. These eroded particles were then transported and deposited inside an Incised 
Valley System during a period of stable sea-level circumstances. It is noteworthy that the high-frequency magnitudes are recorded at 
the W-1, which presents a contradiction to the interpretations of seismic attributes. According to this interpretation scheme, it is 
expected that the regions with high amplitudes depicted in the non-seismic amplitudes map will align with the areas exhibiting low- 
frequency amplitudes on the IFY. Nevertheless, the flood plain exhibits amplitudes ranging from moderate to high, which aligns with 

Fig. 5. (a) Amplitude spectrum of IVS for application of continuous wavelet transforms of spectral decomposition on ISPL in Fig. 4d into tuning 
frequencies (b) 26-Hz, (c) 34-Hz, (d) 45-Hz, (e) 60-Hz, respectively. The 45-Hz responds accurately in imaging the morphology and geomechanical 
aspects of upper sandstone lenses (Upper SLS) and lower SLS (LSLS). The reservoir sandstones (green-coloured arrows) are sealed by bottom and 
lateral shales (yellow-coloured arrows). 
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the same amplitudes observed in the Southern Annular Mode. Hence, it is imperative to validate the tuning effects, as seen in the IFY. In 
this regard, the Rock Amplitude Index (RAI) is employed as a means of mitigating the tuning effects caused by either inaccurate li-
thologies or the presence of fluids, which might obscure the well sites with high-IFY magnitudes (see Fig. 3c). 

The RAI validates the two SAM-predicted interpretations of the reservoir’s quality and potential for meandering and braided 
channel streams (Fig. 3c). There are two locations with the lowest and middle RAI amplitudes. The first location is the westernmost 
region of the meandering channel stream. Within this area, amplitudes are lowest (red-coloured arrow), indicating the presence of 
porous and coarse-grained sandstone reservoirs within the IVS. The second location is the easternmost region, which displays mod-
erate to high negative right amplitudes (red-coloured arrow). These two zones on SAM are interpreted as clastic sandstone facies 
(Fig. 3a). The westernmost zones have the smallest amplitudes, validating the meandering channel system as the source of gas-bearing 
reservoir facies generation and accumulation within the IVS. However, braided channel streams have a greater amplitude than 
meandering channel streams and are therefore interpreted as having the least potential to generate and deposit gas-bearing reservoir 
facies within the IVS. Furthermore, these zones are influenced by compressional tectonics, and hence, the deposition of strata will also 
be very complex. Consequently, it is difficult to precisely anticipate the porosity, lateral distribution, thickness, and amplitude 
anomalies of potential gas-bearing zones. Therefore, the RAI is utilized to image the stratigraphic characteristics of this reservoir 
system. 

Fig. 6. Cross-plotting of predicted geomechanical parameters from ISPL in Fig. 4d. (a) Predicted thickness [m] versus pseudo-porosities [%], 
showing R2 > 0.95; (b) Pseudo-porosities [%] versus predicted reflection-based acoustic impedance [g/c.c*m/s], showing R2 > 0.80; (c) Predicted 
thickness [m] versus predicted reflection-based acoustic impedance [g/c.c*m/s], showing R2 > 0.80. 
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The SW zone is interpreted as the depositional zone that has accumulated the most porous, coarse-grained, and thickest sandstone 
facies of point bars and SLS. The NE and SE zones are interpreted as erosional zones due to the meandering stream’s high-velocity flow. 
These strike faults may have played a significant role in the lateral and vertical migration of reservoir facies and fluids. Along with the 
W-1 location, there is a strong indicator for the development of high-amplitude anomalies. There are numerous locations in the 
Miocene sequences where gas zones have been identified at various reservoir stratigraphic levels. Therefore, it is anticipated that the 
fluids containing gas have migrated and become confined within the IVS. 

Inaccurate prediction of quantitative attributes, such as the precise orientation of fracture density, thickness, porosity, and 
migration of reservoir facies, is hampered by a major error in these mapping tools. These interpretations are concluded utilizing 
conventional seismic amplitude-based seismic attributes and W-1, which provide the lowest resolution stratigraphic attributes for this 
petroleum system. Consequently, these results may pertain solely to the stratigraphic gas prospect. In addition, it remains unclear how 
many SLS were deposited within the IVS to develop these strata as petroleum prospects. To predict these quantitative attributes, 2-D 
instantaneous spectral porosity modelling (2DSSM) is conducted on the premise of well and seismic data integration. 

4.4. Development of 2-D instantaneous spectral porosity quantitative modelling (2DSSM) for IVS 

In reservoir quality control analysis, the combination of well data and seismic characteristics is a crucial tool. The reservoir strata 
are significantly affected by tectonics and sea-level fluctuations [13]. As the sea level increases, the available living space decreases. 
Particularly in the transgressive system tract (TST), the substrates are slender or thin. To quantify these stratigraphic attributes of 
petroleum systems, the precise thickness, net pay zones, fracture density, depositional trends, and sideways variations in amplitudes 
are quantified. Point bars and channelized deposits are visible in IVS (Fig. 2a, 3a and 3c). In this kind of analysis, therefore, the in-
tegrated approach of seismic and well records is used to evaluate the reservoir quality of these primary stratigraphic traps (Figs. 4–6). 

The development of reflection-based porosity modelling is outlined in section 3.2.1, providing a comprehensive description of the 
specific procedures involved. The pseudo-porosity wells begin by utilizing sandstone bodies that possess a tuning thickness threshold 
of 9 m, which is the larger thickness inside this petroleum system. Therefore, the authors generated the first band-limited amplitude 
profile (BDP) to delineate the reservoir zone (3600–3625 m), as shown in the green-coloured block in Fig. 4a. The extraction of the 
zero-phase wavelet occurs at the point of intersection between the seismic profile and the W-1 (Fig. 4b). The objective of this inte-
gration is to produce a more dependable porosity profile based on the acoustic impedance [AI], which can be used to anticipate the 
characteristics of thick beds, determine the precise depth of pay zones, assess fracture density, and estimate the lateral extension along 
the high-amplitude anomalous zones for this petroleum play. The 2DSSM is derived from the convolution of the wavelet and BDP, as 
seen in Fig. 4c. Fig. 4c shows the wiggled traces and Fig. 4d shows the acoustic impedance model without the wiggles. This model 
illustrates the presence of two significant local seismic events (SLS) occurring within the time intervals of 1.947–1.958 s and 
1.964–1.974 s. The presented model demonstrates a negative correlation between acoustic impedance and porosity, indicating that an 

Fig. 7. Schematic approach for the development of density modelling (2DSSDM). (a) Amplitude extraction along the pseudo-densities of 1.8–3.2; 
(b) Extraction of 45-Hz seismic waveform; (c) The resultant density modelling (2DSSDM) Developed after the convolution of steps a and b. 
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increase in porosity is associated with a decrease in acoustic impedance. This implies that an increase in velocity will result in a 
decrease in the pores’ space, and conversely. Consequently, the velocity parameters will be deduced from this model. The traditional or 
limited bandwidth (LB) 2DSSM demonstrates the homogeneous dispersion of the porous sandstone substrate. The absence of lateral 
variations in artificial intelligence (AI) can serve as an indication of the presence of reservoir fluids. Hence, it is imperative to 
disassemble the two-dimensional spectral-spatial modulation (2DSSM) into its constituent tuning frequency component before 
attaining the quantification of the independent variable space. The rationale for implementing this processing technique is to mitigate 
the inherent uncertainty that typically arises during the adjustment of shales, which can result in negative amplitudes and thus impact 
the visibility of the reservoir sandstone. Additionally, this will aid in verifying the processing of seismic data to ensure precise ex-
amination of oil and gas reservoirs at optimal depths and locations (Fig. 5). The displacement of reservoir SLS from their correct 
subsurface positions may be attributed to the impact of relative sea-level fluctuations on their vertical and lateral distribution. 

4.4.1. Quantitative stratigraphic reservoir characterization 
The frequency range of this spectrum spans from 20 to 78 Hz. The stratigraphic traps, such as those identified in this study are 

sensitive to certain frequency contents. Therefore, the bandwidth is designated for the exploration zone. Once the bandwidth is defined 
and the CWT is processed as performed in the reservoir simulations, the results will be suitable for extracting the information for 
thickness, lithology, angle of trap, and other quantitative-based attributes. Therefore, the inverted reservoir simulations are performed 
to predict the unknown parameters such as those developed in Figs. 4, 5 and 7. As a result, the tuning frequency has been determined to 
be 45 Hz. Based on the interval velocity of 1620 m/s, the vertical seismic resolution limit for this petroleum system is calculated to be 9 
m. Hence, it can be deduced that the reservoir beds possess a thickness above 9 m, which is indicative of the presence of a stratigraphic 
structure characterized by thin beds and containing natural gas in the SLS region. Fig. 5b, c, 5d, and 5e depict the Continuous Wavelet 
Transform (CWT) analysis applied to the Two-Dimensional Spectral Spatial Model (2DSSM), showcasing the breakdown of spectral 
bandwidth ranging from 26 to 60 Hz, respectively. There exists compelling data indicating that lateral amplitudes exhibit fluctuations 
across varying porosities across the spectral range of 26–60 Hz. This implies that the stratigraphic SLS has been confined to the IVS, 
devoid of any interaction with faults. 

The profile at a frequency of 26 Hz exhibits a solitary single-layered structure (SLS) during a time interval ranging from 1.933 to 
1.953 s, as depicted in Fig. 5b. The model in question lacks a clearly defined bed at its base. At a frequency of 34 Hz, two significant 
local seismic events (SLS) may be observed in the upper and lower sections, occurring within the time intervals of 1.933–1.954 and 
1.979–1.980 s (Fig. 5c). The performance of the 45-Hz model exhibits improvement, effectively addressing the structural limit states 
(SLS) within the time intervals of 1.933 to 1.52 s and 1.966–1.976 s (Fig. 5d). The frequency of 60 Hz is observed to exhibit two 
successive significant local maxima at time intervals ranging from 1.938 to 1.952 s and from 1.967 to 1.972 s, as depicted in Fig. 5e. 
The anticipation lies in the ability to forecast the quantitative characteristics of this system. The Upper Shallow Lacustrine System 
(USLS) presents itself as a viable option for investigation due to its relatively shallow depth compared to other facies. These facies have 
been confined inside the Internal Volcanic System (IVS). As the level of porosity escalates, there is a corresponding augmentation in the 
density of the fracture network inside the fractured reservoir. This phenomenon is particularly observed in point bars and channelized 
sandstone SLS, where the porosity is significantly enhanced. The narrowing of the trap occurs in the eastern region due to a reduction 
in reservoir density, indicating that it is expected to serve as the lateral sealing zone for this petroleum exploration area. Consequently, 
the erosional zone is anticipated to be situated at the easternmost boundary of this geological formation. The depositional zones are 
anticipated within the porosity zones ranging from 18 % to 28 %. The overall thickness of this underground sedimentary layer system 
(USLS) ranges from 9 to 13 m, indicating its suitability as a prospective option for future well drilling activities. Furthermore, to 
validate these outcomes effectively based on the 45-Hz profile observations, the mutual plots of the anticipated petrophysical pa-
rameters are generated to analyze the discrete level variations inside the IVS (Fig. 6). 

4.4.2. Uncertainty analysis 
The use of mutual plotting methodologies for the anticipated petrophysical parameters serves as a crucial instrument in the 

validation process and the mitigation of uncertainty in the field of oil and gas exploration. The relationship between the anticipated 
thickness in meters and the pseudo-porosity in percentage demonstrates a significant correlation between the projected parameters 
and the porosity patterns inside the IVS, as seen in Fig. 6a. The relationship between porosity and reservoir thickness is such that an 
increase in porosity leads to an increase in reservoir thickness. This phenomenon aligns with the fundamental principle of spectrum 
decomposition, which states that thin-bedded hydrocarbon-bearing traps are often detected at the tuning frequencies. The 45-Hz 
frequency effectively determines the precise measurements of thickness and porosity for the USLS (Fig. 6a). Table 1 displays the 
relevant quantitative features. The relationship between the anticipated thickness [m] and the reflection-based acoustic impedance 
(AI) exhibits a comparatively diminished correlation, as reflected by the R2 value being less than 0.9, in contrast to the findings 
presented in Fig. 6a. Nevertheless, a coefficient of determination (R2) over 0.85 can be characterized as significant in indicating the 
potential of an unconventional source of hydrocarbons, namely for oil and gas exploration. In a similar vein, there exists a strong 
correlation (R2 > 0.8) between the projected thickness [m] and the reflection-based acoustic impedance (AI) (Fig. 6b and c). This 
connection implies that the accommodation space inside the internal volcanic structure (IVS) has facilitated the development of 
porosity, resulting in the deposition of point bars and channelized sandstone SLS with a thickness range spanning from 9 to 13 m. The 
thickness below this range lacks reliability for future hydrocarbon exploration due to its smaller magnitude in comparison to the tuning 
thickness criteria of 9 m. 
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4.5. CWT-based 2-D instantaneous spectral density modelling (2DSSDM) 

The use of inverted density modelling has shown to be a crucial technique in the investigation of stratigraphic traps (Fig. 7a). The 
specific procedures are elaborated upon in Section 4.3.2. The process of extracting the initial amplitude is conducted within the density 
range of 1.8–2.3 g/c.c. As illustrated in Fig. 7b, the wavelet with a frequency of 45 Hz was derived from the tie point between the 
seismic 2D profile and well Z. The convolution procedure is utilized to generate the density inverted simulations (DM) (Fig. 7c). 

The reservoir sandstone lens shows a distinct response of density inside the meandering channel body. The lateral fluctuations in 
the density are prominent, and there is a distinct change in the density magnitudes. These lateral fluctuations in the density magnitudes 
can be easily used to predict the depositional trends, thickness, lateral extent, fracture density, porosity, extensional and compressional 
regimes, and the types of depositional facies that are accumulated in this setting. Interestingly, this 2DSSDM shows the zone of tuning 
effects at 2.3 pseudo-densities well. This is the proficiency of the CWT-based wavelet, which has resolved the thin-bedded and 
hydrocarbon-bearing sandstone lens within the meandering channelized sandstone facies and the tuning effects. Therefore, it is 
suggested that the zone of pseudo-densities from 1.8 to 2.1 is the zone of deposition of coarse-grained sandstone lenses inside the 
meandering channels. The fracture density also increases in the western zone of the three petroleum systems. Therefore, it is suggested 
that the high-density zones of 2.1 and higher magnitudes have eroded the coarse-grained sandstone lenses from the eastern margins of 
the meandering channel and deposited them into the western zone. The western zones are also suggestive of the significant devel-
opment of the accommodation space, which has accumulated the thickest and possibly porous reservoir facies inside the trap. 
Additionally, the eastern zones are suggested as the extensional zones, and the western zones are suggested as the compressional 
regimes within this petroleum system. The quantitative plots of the predicted densities and the simulated thicknesses show that the 
predicted densities and thicknesses are precise (Table 2; Fig. 8a and b). 

These inverted density and thickness simulations may lead to the prediction of the depositional facies. There is a strong correlation 
between the R2 > 90 for inverted densities and R2 > 80 for simulated thicknesses [m]. From these two plots, the densities range from 
1.8 to 2.1 g/c.c and reflect the deposition zones and dense fractured networks, which have provided the lateral migration pathways for 
the accumulation of 13.2–15 m thick and coarse-grained reservoir facies within the meandering channel streams. These reservoir 
sandstones are completely compacted from the top, bottom, and lateral shales of the transgressive system tract. Hence, these strati-
graphic configurations provide for the vertical and lateral migration of the reservoir facies and the possible gas-bearing fluids inside 
these identified reserves. There is no fault exposure, which is observable in these facies’ migrations. The lateral migration of the 
reservoir fluids was fault-controlled, and these migrations were not controlled by the faults. Therefore, it is suggested that pure 
stratigraphic traps are present inside the research zones. 

Fig. 8. Quantitative plots of predicted densities and the simulated thicknesses within the meandering channels stream. (a) Plot of actual and 
predicted densities [g/c.c]; (b) Plot of simulated thicknesses [m] and the predicted densities [g/c.c]. 
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5. Discussion 

The integration of seismic amplitude attributes, geophysical well logs, and inverted porosity modelling tools have revolutionized 
the exploration of complex depositional systems [13,52,53,66–80]. There is a variety of characteristics that have been routinely 
applied aimed at quantitatively and qualitatively characterizing oil and gas plays. Some of the researchers in the sub-surface char-
acterization of diversified systems have made significant works for the development of the most sophisticated workflows such as the 
analysis of water level inside the drilled wells, analyzing the anomalies and ion diffusion in shale reservoirs, economic evaluation of 
closed-loop for the geothermal systems, spaceborne multispectral subsurface Reflectance analysis, global karst carbon sink bathy-
metric mapping etc. [29,74–76,81,82]. These plays can be structural, stratigraphic and/or a combination of these two regimes. The key 
option in this execution is to optimize the best suitable seismic attributes and inverted modelling that can provide the maximum 
information from the reservoirs with the least time, depth, and cost aimed at drilling wild cats. Hence, the SA, IFY, and RAI were the 
key seismic attributes that have been implemented to quantify the IVS. The RAI remained very successful in band-limited domains, 
which have provided the lateral distribution, and compared the two clastic systems of meandering channels and braided channel 
systems based on the AI response. The meandering channels system was provided with strong evidence for the accumulation of oil and 
gas-bearing reservoir fluids. The braided channel system has shown high AI, which is implicated as a poor candidate for future 
exploration. On the other side, the Inverted 2DSSSM has provided a more detailed and quantitative picture of the IVS for accumulating 
the point bars and channelized reservoir facies. However, the RAI also remained a little limited in predicting the exact thickness, and 
porosity, which in terms of velocity could be used for the prediction of depositional and erosional trends for the reservoir traps. At the 
same time, the 2DSSM has resolved the reservoirs at a thickness of 9–13 m, which was highly appreciable for future exploration. 
Accordingly, the conventional 2DSSSM was found to be less precise for imaging the exact depth ranges for the point bars and SLS. The 
45-Hz 2DSSM has predicted the true picture of the stratigraphically trapped reserves inside the IVS (Fig. 5d), and therefore, can be 
considered as the key factor aimed at triumphally exploring successful oil and gas-bearing reserves. 

Upon comparing the 2DSSM (Two-Dimensional Seismic Stratigraphic Model) with the 2DSSDM (Two-Dimensional Seismic 
Stratigraphic Density Model), it becomes apparent that the latter has successfully predicted an improved estimation of thickness. This 
improvement can be attributed to the utilization of convolution techniques, specifically the convolution of 45-Hz waveforms with 
pseudo-density wells. As a result of this convolution, the exact orientation, lateral extent, and presence of dense fractured networks 
within the meandering channel steam sandstone lens have been delineated. According to the 2DSSM, the anticipated thickness ranged 
from 9 to 12 m. The thickness of the stratigraphic traps being explored was found to range from 9 m and beyond, with a significant 
magnitude seen at higher values. However, the challenges arose from the fact that the reservoir formations are only drillable in the 
areas with the greatest thickness, where there is a significant concentration of a well-defined network and the accumulation of coarse- 
grained sandstone lenses inside a highly developed accommodation space. The exclusive response of the two-dimensional seismic 
sedimentological data (2DSSDM) accurately predicted the precise location of the coarse-grained and thin-bedded sandstone lens 
containing gas deposits. Additionally, it provided predictions on the seismic sedimentological characteristics, including lithology, 
depositional trends, and stratigraphic pinch-out zones. The significance of the impedance contrast has also contributed to the accuracy 
in the creation of inverted density modelling, as seen in Fig. 7c. Hence, it can be concluded that the utilization of 45-Hz inverted 
simulations would be the optimal approach for investigating pure stratigraphic traps throughout the Indus Basin of Pakistan. 

Previously, IOB has been focused on exploration for the low-stand prograding wedge plays, which are the 25 % porous reservoirs 
[13,53]. The actual depths of investigations were 4000–4500 m, which is greater than those of the current study (3600–3625 m). The 
key differences between the previous and the current study are the investigation depth and the actual porosity values. The wedges were 
predicted at 25 % porous depositional settings. However, the 45-Hz has predicted a 28 % porous reservoir for shallow-marine IVS 
(Fig. 5c). Moreover, the tuning frequency for wedges was 48-Hz [53], which resolved 11 m thick sandstone facies. These thicknesses 
and porosity magnitudes are lesser than those found in the present study. Therefore, it implies that there was a more robust fall of sea 
level during the development of IVS compared to the wedge plays, which resolved the point bars and SLS at 13 m thickness and 28 % 
porosity, respectively. This workflow may also be used at the same depth of investigation to develop the IOB, which is still extensively 
underexplored in terms of stratigraphic traps for shallow-marine depositional environments. There are various plays in the IOB with 
N-block clastic depositional systems to extend this regionally stratigraphic play to more detailed geological modelling. Recently, robust 
attempts have been made by researchers to explore the IOB of Pakistan. A very recent development has been carried out by the explorer 
[48,50]. They have used the back stripping, sequence stratigraphy, and seismic amplitudes-based attributes analysis on this explo-
ration zone. They have comprehensively identified the complete architecture elements of the deepwater depositional systems, such as 
the listric normal faults, compressional regimes, extensional regimes, exact orientations of faults and their generation causes, deltaic 
deposits, channels, and canyons. These are the key elements within the deeper water depositional sequences. The key implications of 
their workouts were the prediction of the seismic sequences so that they comprehensively developed the hydrocarbon trapped models. 
It is highly appreciable that they have used sequence stratigraphy, which is the key tool for the exploration of deepwater depositional 
sequences. The difference between their studies and our case study is that they have not used spectral decomposition tools. The 
deepwater systems are highly dependent on the gravity flow phenomenon. They certainly require tuning frequency, which resolves the 
thin-bedded stratigraphic traps inside the meander channel belts and basin floor fans. Additionally, they are falling behind in the 
prediction of the exact density and the simulation of thickness constraints (Figs. 7 and 8). It is significant to address here that both the 
density and thickness are the two key parameters in any deepwater exploration that can be used to predict the depositional trends in 
fractured networks for lateral migration of gas-bearing fluids and inside the reservoir facies (Figs. 7 and 8). These executions have been 
a vital tool for implicating seismic sedimentology characteristics such as the prediction lithology, frequency, phase, and impedance 
contrast. On this rationale, Fig. 7c shows a distinct impedance contrast between the shales and the reservoir facies, which is very 
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distinct in terms of discrimination of reservoir and non-reservoir zones. Additionally, the tuning frequencies of 45-Hz and its wave-
forms have demarcated the exact locations of the extensional compressional regimes inside the deepwater depositional system. 
Therefore, the 2DSSDM could have been applied to the work done by the previous researchers. Based on the conjunction of the present 
work and those performed by Khan and Liu [48] and Khan et al. [50], it could have explored the real locations for drilling to possible 
hydrocarbon-bearing and economically high-rating stratigraphic prospects inside the IOB, Pakistan. 

The regional analogue for the current study is the late Miocene deep-water channel complexes in the southern Taranaki Basin, New 
Zealand, which were investigated using 3-D seismic datasets, spectral decomposition, amplitude curvature, and coherence attributes 
[83]. The attribute analysis has revealed the NW-trending straight-to-low-sinuosity channels and the less prominent NE-trending 
high-sinuosity feeder channels. It is highly commendable that they have used the 3D seismic data and spectral decomposition tool. 
It is also commendable that they have delineated a range of sinuous channel complexes using the strata slices. As the 2DSSM in our 
study has predicted the exact thickness, depth of the reservoir, lateral distribution of reservoirs, and fracture density (Fig. 5d), they 
could have used this modelling technique and post-stack processing using the tuning frequency of spectral decomposition. A little 
ambiguity in the work done by Silver and Bedle [83] is that they have not mentioned which type of spectral decomposition technique 
was used for their exportation objectives. If they have used the CWT as in our case study (Fig. 5), then it’s very validating. It is so that 
the CWT is a better tool compared to the FFT and DFT of spectral decomposition [63], which can image the quantitative attributes of 
pure stratigraphic traps, such as the deepwater channel complexes in their case study [83]. Especially if the 2DSSM would be processed 
at their tuning frequency, it is still not clear what the tuning frequency magnitudes are, which were used by Silver and Bedle [83] to 
delineate the high-sinuosity channel complexes. The true frequency would surely be defined by generating the amplitude spectrum, as 
in our case study (Fig. 5a). Above all these observations, the porosity modelling could be inversely used for the assessment of the 
depositional trends and the erosional trends, which were less emphasized by these researchers [83]. Therefore, the present research 
may be used to enhance production by drilling on the thickest and most porous reservoir segments for oil and gas exploration in the 
southern Taranaki Basin, New Zealand. 

5.1. Pros and cons of the proposed research work 

This study utilizes the conventional amplitudes and the amplitudes-based inverted reservoir simulations for assessing the seismic 
stratigraphic and the seismic sedimentological response of the deep-water depositional systems (Figs. 2–4, 6). There were lots of 
discrepancies using the conventional seismic amplitudes as observed in Figs. 2b and 3c, where the point bars were observed, but these 
stratigraphic elements of deep-water depositional systems were the sub-seismic features. Even Fig. 4 could not evaluate the exact 
thickness and the angle of the traps, which have played a vital role in the development of these primary stratigraphic petroleum 
systems. However, the inverted reservoir simulations for densities and lithological porosities have made a remarkable impact on the 
visualizations of all these primary stratigraphic attributes, which also required a better assessment of the reservoir systems. Above all 
these implicated resolutions for these deepwater systems, there were some limited data sets; including the unavailability of the core 
and FMI logs, which was also, could have been incorporated during the research workflow. Therefore, our work is constrained to 
realize the more detailed reservoir architecture for the precision of lithology, faults fractures, and hydrocarbon presence. If these 
datasets were available in the public domain, then our research workflow could have been nourished with more accuracy and reli-
ability. Therefore, in future research work, if these datasets were available, then these datasets would surely be applied to this study so 
that the Offshore Indus Basin can evolve with the highest energy recovery reserves. 

5.2. 45-Hz processing and its implications on reservoir quality and hydrocarbon exploration throughout the deepwater depositional system 

Spectral decomposition is a world-renowned tool for thin-bed analysis for resolving the true lithology, fluids, and faults. The fault 
and lithologies of the stratigraphic taps such as the channels, valley, and basin floor fans, are sub-seismic features, which are unre-
solvable using the conventional seismic amplitudes [54]. It depends on the objective of the research work. The stratigraphic traps such 
as those identified in this study are sensitive to certain frequency contents, which images and resolved as these stratigraphic traps. 
Therefore, the bandwidth is designated for the exploration zone. Once the bandwidth is defined and the CWT is processed as performed 
in the reservoir simulations, the results will be suitable for extracting the information for thickness, lithology, angle of trap, and other 
quantitative-based attributes [84]. The results show that the pseudo-porosities in the IOB are the most important petrophysical pa-
rameters that can help to figure out the quantitative stratigraphic properties of the thin-bed stratigraphic reservoirs. Although the RAI 
has been a better tool compared to the remaining full-spectrum seismic attributes for delineating the lateral distribution and 
morphology of the IVS, the treatment of 2DSSSM using 45-Hz frequency volumes has impacted future hydrocarbon exploration by 
drilling the target at the right locations. 

The deepwater depositional system shows a variety of architectures, such as submarine channelized complexes, meandering 
channel complexes, canyons, IVS, and low-stand sandstone wedges [11,85–88]. Here, we present a very interesting case study by 
implementing the 2DSSSM and its processing at a 45-Hz tuning frequency. Throughout the falling of the sea and its subsequent rise, the 
reservoir facies and fluids migrate in a variety of pathways, including the fault, control migrated facies, and facies controlled migrated 
facies. In this way, it is always a challenge for exploration to determine the exact location of the reservoir, thickness, and dense fracture 
network for lateral and vertical migrations. The facies control migration provides robust signs aimed at the growth of stratigraphically 
trapped reserves within IVS. It is observed that 45-Hz-based processing of band-limited 2DSSM has demarcated the exact depth of the 
sandstone and shales, which implicates the presence of shale at the top of band-limited 2DSSM. The top of the sandstone at band limit 
2DSSM started at 3611–3627 m. Nevertheless, the 45-Hz processed 2DSSM has shown the top of the sandstone at 3610–3624 m. The 
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tops and bottoms of the sandstone are different from the band-limited 2DSSM, with a difference of about 2 m, which is a huge dif-
ference. This is because the drilling cost is uncontrollable if the right targets for oil and gas exploration are not optimized. The 45-Hz 
2DSSM has predicted the true thickness and depth of the reservoir of SLS in the IVS. There was no fault resolved at 45-Hz profiles, and 
hence, this petroleum system is developed as a pure stratigraphic play for IVS. Hence, facies migration is implicated in carried out 
along the facies inside the IVS. There is also a direct hydrocarbon indicator (DHI) between the depth zones of 3610 and 3624 m. 
Therefore, it is implied that 25–28 % of porous reservoirs have a higher potential for gas exploration compared to the porosities 
between 8 and 23 % zones. 

6. Conclusions 

The band-limited seismic attributes, such as the seismic amplitudes and IF, remained very poor in imaging the lateral extent of the 
SLS. The RI has imaged the excellent distribution of SLS, which has an aerial extent of 824 km2. However, RI also remained limited in 
predicting the exact numbers of SLS, their vertical thicknesses, and their porosities. Therefore, the RI can be used to image the exact 
distribution of the reservoir sandstones. The aerial extent of the meandering channel system was 43 km2 with the highest AI, which 
implies less potential for oil and gas exploration of the meandering channel system. Therefore, RAI attributes can be a fine choice for 
the delineation of reservoir facies, the morphology of the reservoir, and coarse-grained sedimentary facies inside the IVS. 

The band-limited 2DSSM has imaged the SLS at the shallowest and deepest parts of the IVS. However, the 2DSSM has remained 
limited in predicting the amplitude anomaly along with the porous reservoir segments. Therefore, the 45-Hz processing has attained a 
very strong indicator for the presence of hydrocarbon-bearing reservoirs, which have passed through the vertical normal faults trapped 
inside the inner banks of the IVS. The strong R2 > 0.585 has corroborated the development of pure stratigraphic traps inside the IOB in 
Pakistan. The deepest LSLS have attained 1–6 m with a lateral extent of 3 km within the porosity range of 18–33 %. The shallowest 
USLS has attained gas-bearing thick pay zones of 9–13 m with a lateral extent of 1.9 km within the porosity range of 18–33 %, which 
pinches out in the east and hence develops an excellent stratigraphic trap. Hence, the 45-Hz spectra and decomposition-based tuning 
frequency profiles can be used to predict the exact thicknesses, depths, and porosities of the SLS of the IOB, Pakistan. 

The application of Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) in two-dimensional (2D) instantaneous spectral density modelling 
(2DSSDM) has successfully anticipated many geological features such as increased thickness, precise dense fractured network, 
depositional trends, accurate locations of extensional and compressional regimes, as well as the development and reduction accom-
modations. The implications discussed in this study were only derived from the utilization of the 45-Hz waveform and its convolution 
operation with the pseudo-densities’ wells. The ramifications mentioned can be anticipated by the utilization of traditional seismic 
amplitude-based attribute mapping and the standard waveform-based 2DSSM. Consequently, drawing from these results, it can be 
inferred that the 2DSSDM exhibits potential as a superior tool for forecasting the presence of unadulterated stratigraphic traps within 
the IOB of Pakistan. Therefore, this process has the potential to facilitate the exploration and exploitation of untapped oil and gas 
reservoirs in this setting, as well as in other geological basins worldwide. 
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